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Introduction 
Let K be a field and G an abelian group with torsion subgroup T having no 
element of order char(K). In this paper we address the problem of finding 
necessary and sufficient conditions on K, G and T for K[ G] to be isomorphic to 
K[ T x G/T]. Earlier results in this direction were obtained by May [9], Berman 
and Bogdan [I], and Berman and Mollov [2,3]. 
To this end, we first remark that K(G] IS isomorphic to K[ T x G/T] if and only 
if VK[ T] (the group of units of K[ T] with augmentation 1) is a direct summand 
of VK[G]. 
To a field K and a torsion abelian group T having no element of order char(K), 
we associate a subgroup V of T containing T, and an abelian torsion group T’ 
containing T/V. With this notation, our main result can then be stated as follows: 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be an abelian group containing T. and let G’ be the 
amalgamated product of GIV and T’ over TIV. 
(1) If T’ is a direct summand of G’, then VK[ T] is a direct summand of 
VK[G]. 
(2) The converse also holds in each of the followling cases: 
(a) For every p, Tf,lVP is a direct sum of cyclic p-groups or is p-torsion 
complete. 
(b) GIT is countable. 
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Specializations of this theorem then yield generalizations of the above- 
mentioned results (Theorems 2.2 and 2.5). In addition, some of the results used 
in the proof of Theorem 2.4 may also be of independent interest. Indeed, for T a 
p-group we show that the p-component SK[ T] of VK[ T] is a direct summand of 
VK[ T], and that under certain assumptions on T. Ti TCO is very close to being a 
direct summand of SK[ T/Tw] (Propositions 1.6 and 2.3). 
Notation and conventions. Throughout this paper, K is a field and all groups are 
abelian and contain no element of order char(K). 
For T a group, T,] is the p-component of T and Tw = n,,,, T” is the set of 
elements of T of infinite height. If T is a p-group, then Tw = n,,, T”“. For n 
prime to char(K), [, denotes a primitive nth root of unity, and Al. denotes the 
group of all roots of unity. The unit group of the group algebra K[ T] is denoted 
by UK[T], and the subgroup of units with augmentation 1 by VK[T]. If T is a 
p-group, then SK[T] (or S,,K[T]) is the p-component of VK[ T]. Finally, we 
recall that K is said to be of thefirst kind with respect top if [ K( p,,) : K] = J;, and 
of the second kind otherwise. 
1. Preliminary results 
Recall that if T is a torsion abelian group, then K[ T] is a (von Neumann) 
regular ring by a result of Villamayor and Connell; see [ 11, Theorem 3.1.51. For 
our work, we first recall some properties of regular rings. Their proofs can be 
found in [8]. 
Let A be a commutative regular ring, X its prime spectrum. Then all members 
of X are maximal ideals. A base for the topology of X is given by the sets 
O,={MEXl&M}, and these sets are clopen. Furthermore, every clopen set 
is of the form 0, for some idempotent e. Recall also that every element of A is 
the product of an idempotent and an invertible element. 
The following result is folklore, but for lack of a good reference, we will give 
the proof. 
Lemma 1.1. Let A be a commutative regular ring, and let p,(t,, . . . , t,,,), . . , 
P,*(tl7 . . . , t,,,) be polynomials with coefficients in A. If for every M E X the system 
p,(t, Y . . ,tnz)=...=p,,(t,, f. . > t,, > = 0 
has a solution in A IM, then the system has a solution in A. 
Proof. Let M E X. By assumption there exists a, = (a,,,,, . . , LZ,,,~) such that 
~[(a,~), . . . , p,,(ii,) all belong to M. Then the set U,bf = X - (OY,(ZMj U.. . U 
OJ,,,ca,,,j) is clopen and contains M. Hence the U,W cover X, and by compactness of 
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X, a finite number of them, say U,, . . . , U,, suffice. Let a,, . . . , Gr be the 
corresponding m-tuples from A. Set V, = U, , V, = U, - U, , . . , V, = U, - (U, U 
. . . U r/,_ ,) and let e,, . . , er be the idempotents of A such that O,, = V, for every 
i. Then V,, . . , V, form a partition of X and e,, . . , e, are pairwise orthogonal 
idempotents with e, + . . . + e, = 1. 
Let a be the m-tuple e,a, + . . . + e,C,, take A4 E X, and suppose that A4 E r/;. 
Then (1 - ei) E M, ei E M for every j # i, and therefore ~7 - ~7, E M. It follows 
that p,(U), . . , p,,(S) belong to M. Since M was arbitrary and A is semi-simple, 
p,(a)=...=p,,(a)=o. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Let G = erE, G,. Then 
VK[G] = @VK[G;J@ C 
IEI 
for some subgroup C of VK[ G]. 
Proof. We first consider the case G = G, CD G’. The projection of G onto G, 
induces a K-algebra epimorphism g, : K[G]+ K[G,] which is the identity on 
K[G,I. If h, = g, tvK,c;,, then VK[G]=VK[G,]@Kerh, and VK[G,]CKerh,. 
Similarly, if hz : VK[G]+ VK( GZ] is the group epimorphism induced by the 
projection G-, G2, then VK[G] = VK[G,] @ Ker h, and VK[G,] C Ker h,. This 
implies that VK[G] = VK[G,]@ VK(GJ@(Ker h, f7 Ker hz). 
Zorn’s Lemma gives the result for I arbitrary. 0 
Lemma 1.3. Let T C G be groups and consider the three conditions: 
(1) VK[ T] is a direct summand of VK[ G]. 
(2) There is a group homomorphism cr : G+ VK[ T] which is the identity on T. 
(3) K[G] = K[T X G/T] (as K-algebras). 
Then (l)e(2) 3 (3). If furthermore T is the torsion subgroup of G, then 
(3)3(l). 
Proof. (1) + (2) Obvious. 
(2) 3 (1) Extend u to a K-algebra homomorphism g’ : K[G]-+ K[ T]. Then CT’ 
is the identity on K[ T]. The restriction of CT’ to VK[ G] takes its values in VK[ T] 
and is the identity on VK[T]. Hence VK[T] is a direct summand of VK[G]. 
(2)+(3) Let HCVK[T].G be defined by H={cr(g)g-‘1 gEG}. Then 
H = G/T, and K[ G] is generated as a K-algebra by K[ T] and H. Furthermore, 
the elements of H are linearly independent over K[ T] and therefore K(G] = 
K[TI[Hl. 
(3) 3 (1) We first show that K[ T] is the K-algebra generated by the torsion 
elements of UK[ T]. One inclusion is clear since T is torsion. For the reverse 
inclusion, suppose that a E UK[G] and that a” = 1. Because the support of a is 
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finite, we may assume that G is finitely generated and thus that G = T 63 H with T 
finite and H torsion-free. Then K[ T] = K, x . . . x K,,, where K,, . . , K,, are 
finite algebraic extensions of K, and K[ G] = K, [H] X . . . x K,,,[H]. Since the 
torsion elements of UK,[H] are in KT, we have a E UK[ T]. 
Suppose that cp : K[G] -+ K[T X G/T] is a K-algebra isomorphism. Then cp 
induces a group isomorphism of UK[ G] with UK[ T x G/T] and hence by the 
preceding, a K-algebra automorphism of K( T] (thus a group automorphism of 
UK[ T]). The relation UK[N] = K”@VK[H] for any group H, together with 
Lemma 1.2 imply 
UK[T x G/T] = K”@VK[T x G/T] 
= K*@VK[T]@C= UK[T]$C. 
Since cp preserves UK[ T] it follows that K:” EB VK[G] = UK[G] = 
K* 63 VK[ T] @ D. Modding out by K” yields the desired result. 0 
The following two results are due to Mollov [lo] and Berman and Mollov [4, 51. 
For the sake of completeness, we will sketch a proof of them using Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 1.4. Let T be a p-group and let W be the p-component of the kernel of the 
group homomorphism VK[ T] + VK[ Tl T,] induced by the projection T-+ Tl T, 
Then W is divisible. 
Proof. Let X = Spec K[ T], and let 
F={M=IV~ET,,,,~-~EM}=X- U o,_, 
s E 7,” 
Then F is closed, and is naturally homeomorphic to Spec K[ T/Tw]. Hence 
W= {a E SK[T] (VA4 E F, a - 1 E M} . 
Take ME X, a E W, n EN and let e be an idempotent of K[ T] such that 
Or=Oo_,. Then O,flF=O, e(a-l)=a-1 and hence a=(]-e)+ea. If 
M E 0,, then for some g E TU , g - 1 jZ M. Thus gi M is a primitive p”th root of 
unity for some n 2 1. Because g has infinite height in T, g/M has infinite height in 
K[ T]/M and therefore K[ T]/M = K( +,). Since a has order a power of p, the 
equation Xi”’ - ea has therefore a solution modulo M. By Lemma 1 .l, the 
equation X”” - ea has a solution b in K[T] and (b + 1 - e)“” = a. Since b + 1 - 
e E W, W is divisible. 0 
Lemma 1.5. Let T be a p-group and suppose that K is of the second kind with 
respect to p. 
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(1) i’f p is odd or & E K, then SK[ T] is divisible. 
(2) If p = 2 and <, JZ K, let W C SK[ T] be the kernel of the projection 
SK[ T]+ SK[ TIT’] induced by the natural projection T+ TIT’. Then W is 
divisible, SK[ TITZ] 1s an elementary 2-group, and TIT2 is a direct summand of 
SK[ TIT’]. 
Proof (Sketch). Let X= Spec K[ T]. 
(1) Let M E X, M # wK[ T]. If p is odd, then (g” - l)/( g - 1) E M for some 
g E T. Since K( l,,) = K( t+>), it follows that K[ T]/M = K( ptI). If p = 2, then by 
assumption K = K( p?). Proceed as in Lemma 1.4 to show that SK[ T] is divisible. 
(2) Define 
F={MEXIVgET, g’-lEM}=X- U O,_,. 
ge7.2 
Then F is closed, and is naturally homeomorphic to Spec K[ TIT’]. Thus 
W={aESK[T])tlMEF,a-1EM). 
For MEX-F one has K[T]lM=K([,)= K(E.L~) because (g”-l)/ 
(g’-l)EM f or some g E T. Proceed as in Lemma 1.4 to show that W is 
divisible. For M E F one has K[ T] lM = K and therefore SK[ Ti T’] has exponent 
2. The last assertion is immediate. 0 
Proposition 1.6. Let T be a p-group. Then SK[ T] is a direct summand of VK[ T]. 
Proof. If K is of the second kind with respect to p, then Lemma 1.5 gives the 
result. We may therefore assume that K is of the first kind with respect to p. 
Because UK(T] = K*$ VK[T], it suffices to show that SK[ T] is a direct sum- 
mand of UK[ T]. Let X = Spec K[ T], and for n E N, define 
A,, = {a E K[ T] 1 VM E X, a/M E K( i,,,)} 
(by a/M E K( J,,fl), we mean that the minimal polynomial of a/M over K has a 
solution in K( lP,I)). It then follows that K[ T] = U,IEh A,, since T is torsion 
abelian and for any M E Spec K[ T], K[ T] lM is the K-algebra generated by the 
elements of T modulo M. Let B, = A, f’ UK[ T]. Then UK( T] = U,,,N B,, and 
for every n, the p-torsion TP(B,7) of B,, has exponent p”. By Lemma 100.4 of [7] 
(where one replaces torsion by p-torsion) and an easy induction argument, it 
suffices to show that for all sufficiently large n 
T,AB,,+,JB,,) = (T,(B,,+d4W, . 
Fix n 2 2 such that (,,+, $Z K( S,.), take a E B,,+l and suppose that a’” E B,, 
a@B,,, 
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Let ME X. If a/ME A,,lM, let qM(f) be the minimal polynomial of a/M over 
K and let 17~ be the clopen set {M’ E X 1 q,(a) E M’}. 
Suppose now that u/M @A,,/M. We claim that a”/M E A,,/M. Otherwise, 
some power b of u will satisfy 
blM E A,,,,IM , b”lM@A,,lM , b”‘lM E A,,IM . 
Since A ,,+,lM 4 (A,,lM)(i,,,+I), it follows that 
A,,IM = K( <,I.) and A,,+,IM -L K( i,Irr + I) 
By Kummer theory, there exist c E A,, and i prime to p such that b”lM = 
s;it + ,clM. Taking norms over K( {,.) yields 
(N(blM)(c/M)-‘)‘I = L$, and N(b/M)(clM)-’ E K( [,),,) , 
which is a contradiction. Hence a”lM E A,,IM, and there exists c E B,, such that 
alM = L$~ I clM for some i prime to p. Let d E B,,+, be such that d/M = J~,.+L, 
let qW(t) be the minimal polynomial of c/M over k’ and tV(f) the minimal 
polynomial of l’,,,J+~ over K, and define U,V to be the clopen set 
{M' E X 1 a - cd E M’, s,~(c) E M’, i,!(d) E M’} . 
The clopen sets U,M cover X, and by compactness of X, a finite number of them 
suffice. Let q(t) be the product of the corresponding polynomials qiLI(r), f(t) the 
product of the corresponding f,,,(f), and let h(t) = f(t)(t - 1). Then, for every 
MEX 
3c,d, a - cd E M , q(c) E M and h(d) E M 
By Lemma 1.1, there exist c,d E K[G] such that for every M E X, 
a-cdEM, q(c)EM, h(d)EM. 
Since all the roots of q(t) are non-zero elements of K( [,I.) and all the roots of h(t) 
are in ( i,,18+I), we must have c E B,, and d E T,,(B,,+,). 0 
2. Splitting the group basis 
For T a p-group, we define groups V, T’ which we call groups associated to K, 
T as follows: if K is of the first kind with respect to p, we set V= T,,,; if K is of the 
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second kind with respect to p and p is odd or 5, E K, we set V= T; if K is of the 
second kind with respect to p = 2 and [,@K, we set V= T2. 
If V= T we let T’ = (1). Otherwise, let n(p) be the largest integer n such that 
[,l,s E K( l,]). Then, if p is odd, for every m 2 n(p), i,,,,, . I ~2 K( c,),,,). If p = 2 and 
n(2) 2 2, then for every m 2 n(2), 12,,, I 1 jZK( i;,,,). 
We want to build a group T’ containing T/V such that T’ has no direct 
summand of order <p”(“). Since T/V contains no element of infinite height, there 
exist subgroups A and A’ of T/V such that T/V= A $ A’, A is a direct sum of 
cyclic groups of order <p”(“’ = N(p) and A’ has no direct summand of order 
<N(p) (see, e.g., Theorems 32.4 and 33.2 of [6]). We choose an independent 
generating set (a,),,, for A (I may be empty, e.g., if n(p) = l), and for i E I we 
let N, be the order of a, and m, = N(p) IN,. We now define the group B 3 A as 
follows: 
B=@ (b,) , and by1 = a, 
lE1 
for every i E I. Then B is a direct sum of cyclic groups of order N(p). Let T’ 
be the amalgamated product of T/V and B over A, i.e. T’ = B $ A’ = 
(T/V, b,),,,. Th en T’ has no direct summand of order <N(p). 
If T is a torsion group, let VP, T!, be the groups associated to K and T,, for every 
prime p. We define the groups associated to K and T to be the groups V= @!, VP 
and T’=@,,TI,. 
Remark. This construction is not necessarily unique. However, the possible 
groups T’ are all isomorphic. When T/V is countable, T/V can be expressed as a 
direct sum of cyclic groups by a theorem of Priifer. The group T’ is then easier to 
describe. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a group, T a torsion subgroup of G, K a field and V the 
subgroup of T associated to K and T. Then 
VK[ T] is a direct summand of VK[ G] 
e VK[ T/V] is a direct summand of VK[ G/V] . 
Proof. Suppose first that VK[ T] is a direct summand of VK[G]. By Lemma 1.3 
there exists a group homomorphism G+ VK[ T] which is the identity on T. 
Composing it with the natural epimorphism VK[ T]-+ VK[ T/V] yields a homo- 
morphism G+ VK[ T/V] with kernel containing V, and which therefore factors 
through G/V to give a homomorphism G/V -+ VK[ T/V] which is the identity on 
T/V. By Lemma 1.3, VK[T/V] is therefore a direct summand of VK[G/V]. 
For the converse, suppose that VK[T/V] 1s a direct summand of VK[G/V]. 
By Lemmas 1.3 and 1.2, and Proposition 1.6, there exists a homomorphism 
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G/V-+ @, S,,K[( T/V),l] which is the identity on T/V = @,, (T/V),>. Equivalently, 
@,I S,,K](TIV),J 
VK[G/V]. 
1s a direct summand of the subgroup G. @, S,lK[(T/V),,] of 
Consider now the subgroup G. @I, S,,K[ T,,] of VK[G], and let W,, be the 
kernel of the natural epimorphism S,K[ 7’,]+ S,,K[(T/V),,]. By Lemmas 1.4 and 
1.5, W, is divisible. Hence, @,>W,] is a direct summand of G. @,, S,,K[ T,,], and 
therefore @,S,,K[ T,,] IS a direct summand of G . @,, S,,K[ T,,]. As above, this 
implies that VK[ T] is a direct summand of VK[ G]. 0 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1, and is to our 
knowledge new. Previous results in this direction assumed that T is the torsion 
subgroup of G, and were obtained by May [9] for K algebraically closed, by 
Berman and Bogdan [l] for K real closed, and finally by Berman and Mollov [4, 
51 for T a p-group and K a field of the second kind with respect to p. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a group, T a torsion subgroup of G and assume that for 
every p, K is of the second kind with respect to p or T,] is divisible. If {,,# K, 
assume furthermore that TIT’ is a pure subgroup of GIT’. Then VK[T] is a direct 
summand of VK[G]. 
Proof. If &EK, then V= T and T’=(l). If J,#K, then T’= TIT’ is an 
elementary 2-group and is pure in G/T’. Hence it is a direct summand of G/T’, 
and by Lemma 1.2 VK[ TIT’] is a direct summand of VK[G/T’]. In both cases, 
Proposition 2.1 gives the result. 0 
Proposition 2.1 also allows us to reduce to the case T, = (1). Before coming to 
the main theorem, we need one more result. 
Proposition 2.3. Let T be a p-group with T, = (1) and let K be a field of the first 
kind with respect to p. Let T’ > T be the group associated to K and T. 
(1) SK[ T] contains a subgroup ? which is isomorphic to T’ over T. 
(2) ? is pure in SK[T]. 
(3) SK[ T] I f contains no element of infinite height. 
(4) If furthermore T is either a direct sum of cyclic groups or is torsion- 
complete, then ? is a direct summand of SK[ T]. 
Proof. We keep the notation introduced in the definition of T’. 
(1) Fix i E I and consider the group ring K[(a,)]. Since K[(a,)] = 
K[t]l(P - l), by looking at the irreducible factors of (ty - 1) over K one obtains 
a K-algebra isomorphism x : K[( a,) ]- ny=, K,, which sends every element k of 
K to the m-tuple (k, . , k) and sends a, to the m-tuple (c,, . , cn,), where 
c,, . . . 3 
of (t”’ - 
c, E ( <,v ) C pI, and K, = K(cj) for every j. Looking at the decomposition 
1) yields’that c, = 1 for exactly one j (say j = l), and ci is a primitive N,th 
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root of unity for at least one j (say j = m). Furthermore, if p = 2, there is exactly 
one j such that cj = -1 (say j = 2). Note also that since c, = 1, if y = C ~,a: E 
K[ (a,)], f,(y) has first coordinate c xk = E(Y), the augmentation of y. 
By the definition of N(p), K( i,) contains a primitive N( p)th root of unity, and 
therefore,for2i-j~m,c,hasanm,throotdjinK,.Let~,=f,‘(l,d,,.. ,d,). 
Then 6rz = a,. By the remark above, ~(6,) = 1. 
Let B=(h,li~I). Since 6,CK[(a,)], it follows that B=@,,,(~;)c 
VK[A], and ? = (h, T) = B G3 A’ is isomorphic to T’ over T. 
(2) By Lemma 1.2, 
(VK[(a,)], VK[A’] 1 iEI) =~VK[(uj)]$VK[A’] 
is a direct summand of VK[ T], and since each 6, E VK[ ( u, )] and A’ C VK[A’], it 
suffices to show that each (6,) is pure in VK[( a,)] and that A’ is pure in VK[A’]. 
Let i E 1. In the notation of (l), one has 
and by the definition of 6,, d,, is a primitive N( p)th root of unity. Since I # 0, we 
have n(p) 2 2, and therefore K,,, does not contain a primitive pN( p)th root of 
unity. Hence 6, is not a pth power in K[(a,)] and (6,) is pure in VK[(u,)]. 
Take a E A’ and suppose that a is not a pth power in A’. Then (u) is a pure 
subgroup of A’, and is therefore a direct summand of A’. By Lemma 1.2, it 
suffices to show that a is not a pth power in K[ (u)]. Let N be the order of a. As 
in (l), there is a K-algebra isomorphism f : K[ (u)] * JJy=, K, which sends a to an 
m-tuple (c,, c2, . . . , c,,,), where cj E ( l,,,) and K, = K(c,) for every j, c, = 1, c, is 
a primitive Nth root of unity, and if p = 2, c> = -1. Since a E A,;, N z- N(p). If p 
is odd or n(p) 2 2, c,, does not have a pth root in K,,; if p = 2 and n(p) = 1, then 
J, @ K = K2 and therefore c2 does not have a pth root in K,. Hence a is not a pth 
power in K[ (a)], and A’ is pure in VK[A’]. 
(3) Let b E SK[ T], b @F. Then b E K[S] for some finite subgroup S of T. 
Since T contains no element of infinite height, we can assume that T = S $ H and 
that for some finite J C I, 
S=@(u,)@(SnA’), H= @ (u,)CB(HnA’). 
IEJ lEl&.I 
Let A : VK[ T] + VK[S] be the group epimorphism induced by the natural projec- 
tion of T onto S. Then 
VK[T] = VK[S]@Ker A and ?= (VK[S]fl ?J@(Ker hfl T). 
Hence 
VK[T]If-(VK[S]/ff’VK[S])@(Ker A/?nKer A), 
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and the height of b in VK[ T] /? is the same as in VK[S] if n VK[S]. Since 
[K( p,,) : K] = x and S is finite, SK[T] f? VK[S] and Fn VK[S] are finite. Hence 
their quotient is finite, and b has therefore finite height in SK[T]IT. 
(4) By Proposition 1.6 it suffices to show that F is a direct summand of SK[ T]. 
By Lemma 1.2 it suffices to show that each (6,) is a direct summand of SK[ (a!)] 
and that A’ is a direct summand of SK[A’]. The first assertion is clear since (b,) 
is a finite pure subgroup of SK[ (a,)]. For the second, we need to distinguish 
between the two cases. 
If T is a direct sum of cyclic groups, then so is A’, and an argument similar to 
the one given above gives the result. 
If T is torsion-complete, then so is A’. By (3) and (4), A’ is a pure and closed 
(in the p- d’ t a IC opology) subgroup of SK[A’]. Hence A’ is a direct summand of 
SK[A’]; see, e.g., Corollary 68.9 of [7]. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a group, T a torsion subgroup of G and V, T’ the groups 
associated to K and T. Let G’ be the amalgamated product of T’ and GIV over 
TIV. 
(1) If T’ is a direct summand of G’, then VK[ T] is a direct summand of 
VK[G]. 
(2) The converse also holds in each of the following cases: 
(a) For every p, (T/V),, is either a direct sum of cyclic groups or is torsion- 
complete. 
(b) GIT is countable. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1. we can assume that V= (1). For p a prime, let Y?,> be 
the subgroup of SK[ T,]] defined in Proposition 2.3, and let ? = @,, ?‘,]. Then F is 
isomorphic to T’ over T. 
(1) By assumption there is a group homomorphism G-+ T’ which is the 
identity on T. Composing this morphism with the isomorphism T’ = ? yields a 
group homomorphism G+ SK[ T] which is the identity on T. By Lemma 1.3, 
VK[ T] is therefore a direct summand of VK[G]. 
(2) By Lemma 1.3, there is a homomorphism G* VK[ T] which is the identity 
on T. By Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.6, there is therefore a homomorphism 
g : G -+ @,, SK[ T,,] which is the identity on T. 
In case (a), each A?,j is a direct summand of SK[T,>], and this yields a 
homomorphism G+ T which is the identity on T. 
In case (b), (a(G). ?) if is countable and contains no element of infinite 
height. It is therefore a direct sum of cyclic groups. Since ? is pure in a(G). F, f 
is a direct summand of V(G). ? (see, e.g., Theorem 28.2 of [6]). 0 
Remark. The proof of (2) mainly depends on ? being a direct summand of 
c(G). f. It would therefore be important to remove the restrictions given in (4) 
of Proposition 2.3. 
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As a consequence we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a group, T u pure torsion subgroup of G, and let K be a 
finite extension of the prime field. 
(1) If Tl T, is a direct summand of GIT,, then VK[ T] is a direct summand of 
VK[ G]. 
(2) Suppose that if K is finite, then the set of primes p such that (TITti,),, is 
non-trivial and J,,z E K( i,,) is finite. The converse then holds in each of the 
following cases : 
(a) For every p, (TIT,),) is either a direct sum of cyclic groups or is p-torsion- 
complete. 
(b) GIT is countable. 
Proof. Observe first that V= Tw This proves (1). For (2). we first reduce to the 
case Tw = (1) by Proposition 2.1. By the previous result, it suffices to show that T 
is a direct summand of G whenever T’ is a direct summand of G’. 
If p is a prime such that [,,,z @ K( <,,), then TL = T,,. Hence our assumption 
implies that there are only finitely many p such that T,: # T,,. Using the 
construction of T’. there exists a subgroup B of T’ of finite exponent, and a 
subgroup A’ of T such that T = (B n T) $ A’ and T’ = B @ A’. 
Because T is pure in G, so is B n T, and T’ and B are pure in T’. Hence B n T 
is a direct summand of G and B is a direct summand of G’. This gives the 
result. 0 
Remarks. For T the torsion subgroup of G, the previous result has been obtained 
by Berman and Mollov [2, 31 subject to the following restrictions: 
(1) If K is finite, then T has only finitely many primary components. 
(2) One of T or Gi T is countable. 
The restriction imposed in Theorem 2.5 on a finite field K may be vacuous. 
Indeed, a straightforward argument yields 
However it is unknown whether the right-hand set is infinite (or even cofinite), 
and this question is connected with Fermat’s last theorem and Schinzel’s conjec- 
ture on Mersenne numbers (cf. [12, Chapters II and VIII]). 
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